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Experience Southern Charm in Chattanooga,
Tennessee
Visit the city that Glenn Miller made famous

Situated along the Tennessee River in the foothills of the Appalachian Mountains, Chattanooga
bridges the gap between Tennessee and Georgia, blending the Southern charm, beauty and culinary
heritage of both states.

What to see

Chattanooga boasts breathtaking
vistas and natural wonders that
have drawn visitors and new
residents for centuries. Ride the
old-fashioned trolley up the Incline
Railway  to the summit of Lookout
Mountain south of the city. There
you’ll experience the best
overlooks of the city, including
Roper’s Rock, and many hiking
trails of varying difficulties. You can
also take a guided tour through a
cave to see Ruby Falls, a 145-foot
underground waterfall and learn
about the location’s historical
significance at the Battles for
Chattanooga Museum , Craven’s
House civil war battle site and on
placards at the Camp Ross
Historical Site. Drive to the south
side of Lookout Mountain across the Georgia border to see the geological formations and gardens at
Rock City.

You don’t have to drive up a mountain to enjoy Chattanooga, though. To explore natural beauty and
concepts, visit the Chattanooga Zoo , Tennessee Aquarium and interactive Creative Discovery
Museum educational center. Learn about the history of the region and different industries at the
various museums throughout town, such as the International Towing and Recovery Museum,
Songbirds guitar museum and live performance venue, Coker Tire Museum and the Medal of Honor
Heritage Center.

Where to eat

Chattanooga is overflowing with quality bistros founded by creative chefs who’ve put New World spins
on Old World cuisine. One such eatery that captures the culinary spirit of the city is the Easy Bistro
and Bar on Broad St. Housed in the building that was once the very first Coca-Cola bottling plant, this
refined, French-inspired bistro features a raw bar and extensive cocktail menu to supplement its
brunch and dinner menus. These menus offer reinvented steak, duck, shrimp and grits and other
dishes that change on a daily basis.



Considering Chattanooga is such a picturesque city, it makes an attractive backdrop for dining, which
is why many of the most popular restaurants in Chattanooga offer outdoor seating. Public House has
one of the most popular and spacious patios in the area according to Chattanooga Visitors Bureau.
You’ll enjoy some of the best seafood catches from along the coast and throughout the South on a
romantic date night.

The first brewpub in the city, Terminal Brewhouse delivers tasty food alongside its award-winning
beers and spirits. The Terminal Brewhouse serves a variety of American and Italian dishes that you
can enjoy on the second-floor patio overlooking the Chattanooga Choo Choo.

Speaking of Italian, Alleia on E. Main St. serves authentic, rustic Italian dishes in its traditional
trattoria-inspired venue that’s shadowed by the gorgeous Lookout Mountain. Diners in the outdoor,
jasmine vine-covered porch can bite into hand-made pasta as they take in the fresh Chattanooga air.

Where to Stay

It takes multiple days to see all that Chattanooga offers, so make sure you book overnight
accommodations for your weekend visit. If you’d prefer to stay somewhere more locally significant
than the standard chain hotels, check out the Chattanooga Choo Choo . Having undergone renovation
in the 1970s, this century-old former train station now houses a collection of Pullman Train Cars
transformed into unique guest accommodations.

Other popular places to stay in Chattanooga include the Read House hotel downtown, the RiverView
Inn on the hill leading up Overlook Mountain and the massive, upscale Chattanoogan hotel.

Although Chattanooga isn’t the most popular destination in Tennessee to visit, its scenic landscape,
historical legacy and innovative dining offerings make it a marvelous place for a springtime escape.
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The Truth About Vitamins
Are vitamins the support you need to improve or maintain your
health?

Vitamin bottles boast a lot of health promises, but are these claims too good to be true? From heart
and cardiovascular support to improving cognitive functions, memory and digestion, there seems to be
a vitamin that can solve your every health woe as well as prevent problems.  With so many vitamins
available on the market, how do you know which ones, if any, you should take?

Are they safe?

The safety of vitamins and
supplements is questionable, as
the Food and Drug Administration
doesn’t have to investigate
supplements before they hit the
market, according to Popular
Science writer Sara Chodosh.
Instead, responsibility to validate
supplements and whether they do
or don’t do what they claim to do
(safely) is left to the manufacturer.

“They’re also tasked with policing
themselves to ensure the
supplements aren’t contaminated.
This near total lack of oversight
means that a huge fraction of
botanical supplements either
contain an entirely different active
ingredient from what they claim or
contain a filler like rice powder,”
she writes.

Since vitamin and supplement manufacturers present their products as being similar to medicine,
which is completely vetted by the FDA before it’s available to the public, it’s no surprise that
consumers believe that they’re safe, adds Chodosh. Instead of grabbing the cheapest or most
expensive supplement off the drugstore shelf, she recommends checking which brands have
voluntarily undergone testing as reported on the United States Pharmacopeia website.

Which ones are necessary?

Although a multivitamin seems to be a no-brainer, studies haven’t been able to clearly prove the
benefits of multivitamins or other vitamins, according to Dr. Lilli Link on MindBodyGreen. She notes,
however, some health situations require a vitamin boost. Expectant mothers require a certain amount
of iron and folic acid to support their growing babies, while B12 provides a missing nutrient to people
who follow a vegan diet. People who have been diagnosed as iron deficient could benefit from an iron
supplement.

Is it possible to take too many?



Is it possible to take too many?

Too much of a proposed good thing can result in seriously negative results. According to Healthgrades
writer Beth W. Orenstein, headaches, blurred vision and nausea happen when you ingest too much
Vitamin E, while stomach issues and skin, hair and sleep problems can occur with an overdose of
Vitamin A. Just as too much sun is bad for your skin, so is taking too much Vitamin D. Also known as
the “sunshine vitamin,” ingesting too much Vitamin D has a detrimental effect on your muscles and
stomach and may leave your mind unclear as well as harm your appetite.

Instead of turning to vitamins and supplements for nutrition, Orenstein recommends eating a diet of
vitamin- and mineral-rich food, the true key to improving and maintaining your health.

If you choose to take vitamins and supplements for health issues or to help support your healthy
lifestyle, you must be careful which ones and how much of them you ingest. Seek the advice of a
medical professional and research the brand of vitamins you plan to take as well as reported side
effects before adopting a vitamin regimen.
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Tips for Getting Used to a Different Car
How to drive comfortably behind an unfamiliar steering wheel

There’s nothing like feeling at home behind the wheel of your own car. Being comfortable at the wheel
doesn’t just put you more at ease, but it helps you feel more confident in stressful driving situations. If
you’re on the hook to drive a rental, company vehicle or a family member or friend’s car, the
unfamiliarity might lead to feelings of anxiety. To get yourself in the right frame of mind before you
take to the road, consider some of the ways you can adjust to a different car.

Make adjustments

One of the first things to do behind
the wheel of a new car is adjust the
driver’s seat to ensure that you
have enough room to comfortably
reach the steering wheel and the
pedals. You should also reposition
the rearview mirror and side
mirrors so you can easily see what
is behind you. Above all else,
spend some extra time in your
temporary vehicle to learn its
differences and quirks before
starting the engine.

Scan the interior

According to Tom Voelk,
contributor to The New York Times,
many people keep their cars and
trucks for over 12 years. If you’ve
had yours for a long time, you’re
likely quite used to its technologies and features. As such, it will be important to examine your
temporary car’s user interface, dashboard, clutch and other controls. Feel free to play around with the
controls to familiarize yourself with their capabilities so that you can access features like windshield
wipers and headlights more readily.

Read the manual

If there are certain technologies or other features that puzzle you, your best bet is to consult the
vehicle’s owner’s manual. These instructions will provide you with the information necessary to
understand features and technologies like a blind spot warning system, GPS navigation, keyless
ignition and automatic braking. If you’re borrowing a vehicle from a friend or driving it for them, take
time to speak with them beforehand to go over the ins and outs of the various technology.

Drive safely

No matter how experienced you are at driving, you need to make sure you adhere to the rules of the
road. Don’t treat the experience of driving a new car any different than you would your own. Buckle up
before you drive, obey posted speed limits and avoid distractions like your smartphone. Because the



vehicle you are driving is not your own, make sure you are even more cautious than normal,
particularly when it comes to tailgating and driving in inclement weather.

Familiarizing yourself with a different vehicle is a process. Paying attention to detail, doing your
homework and exercising patience will enable you to learn the ins and outs of your new vehicle.
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4 Books That Will Transport You to a New Location
Escape the everyday with these immersive, imaginative reads

A common reason for burying yourself in a good book is to escape the daily grind, even for a few
minutes. Whether you prefer books that travel to other country or those that blast off to completely
different planets, there are plenty of titles that will help you leave behind the room you’re sitting in.

“Salt Houses” by Hala Alyan

Here in the U.S., you frequently
hear news stories about the
violence in the Middle East through
a narrow window. Author Hala
Alyan takes you to the other side of
the conflicts in her book “Salt
Houses,” which just won the
Dayton Literary Peace Prize and
the Arab American Book Award.
Follow generations of a Palestinian
family from the 1960s to the
present day as war and terrorism
move them from Palestine during
the formation of Israel to Kuwait,
Jordan, Lebanon and the United
States. Step out of your American
comfort zone and learn more about
both the beauty and strife of this
contentious region.

“Pachinko” by Min Jin Lee

In the same vein as “Salt Houses,” “Pachinko” by Min Jin Lee follows four generations of a Korean
family as they try to thrive in Japan. Conditions during the Japanese occupation of Korea forces
Sunja, a young woman pregnant out of wedlock, to flee her home country for Japan. When she
arrives, her family’s status as Korean immigrants makes adjustment difficult, yet they flourish. This
story will teach you about how the politics of the region affect average lives, inspire you with the
characters’ ambitions and even break your heart.

“Spinning Silver” by Naomi Novik

If you prefer to completely leave the world as we know it and its problems behind, consider “Spinning
Silver” by Naomi Novik. This book blends themes and creatures from Russian fairy tales to retell the
traditionally German story of Rumpelstiltskin. Meet Miryem, a moneylender’s daughter who takes
control of her family business when her father can’t collect what he’s owed. Her ability to grow her
family’s fortunes and literally turn silver to gold catches the attention of cold creatures that lord over
her country and threaten it with endless winter. If you enjoy this book, the author’s previous work,
“Uprooted,” should go on your list of books to read.

“Sabriel” by Garth Nix



For a fantasy series you can really dive into, consider Garth Nix’s Abhorsen series. It currently has
five full-length books and several short stories, but you can enjoy the first title, “Sabriel,” as a
stand-alone book. The land of this series is split into two parts: The Old Kingdom in the north, where
magic lives, and Ancelstierre to the south, ruled by technology and without magic. Sabriel, unaware
she’s heir to the Old Kingdom’s Abhorsen title, is raised in Ancelstierre for her safety. Now she must
take up her father’s mantle to keep the dead buried and the evil they bring asleep – for the sake of
both worlds

Your local bookstore and library are full of new locations to explore, whether they’re in our world or
somewhere only in the imagination. Consider asking a librarian or bookseller for help finding your next
great read.
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5 Unique Sports to Try this Spring
Five fun activities that will put some spring in your step

After a cold and lengthy winter season, temperatures start to climb and birds start to sing. If you’ve
been feeling cooped up inside your home, spring presents an opportunity to break out of hibernation
with a new and exciting sporting activity. Not only are these sports great for breaking out of the winter
doldrums, but they’re also perfect for making new friends.

Disc golf

Disc golf, as the name suggests,
combines the best of two
seemingly disparate sports:
Frisbee and golf. Like conventional
golf, there are nine to 18 holes. To
complete each one, you must throw
the disc from the tee area toward
the target and then again from each
landing position until you sink it into
the target. The end goal is to finish
each hole in the fewest throws
possible. On average, you can
complete a game of disc golf in 40
minutes.

Handball

Handball requires two teams of
seven players. Each team consists
of six outfield players and one
goalkeeper. Like soccer, each team
strives to score as many goals as possible. Each player can pass the ball, dribble the ball or take up
to three steps in three seconds without dribbling. A standard game includes two periods of 30
minutes. If you love team-based games that encourage cooperation and strategy, handball is easy to
pick up and a blast to play.

Fencing

Fencing is a sword combat sport in which you try to score points by striking your opponent while
avoiding getting hit. There are three types of weapons in fencing: foil, epee and sabre. Foil uses a
light thrusting weapon that targets the torso, but not the arms or legs. Epee involves a heavier
weapon, and the entire body can be hit for points. For sabre, you use a light cutting weapon that
leaves a mark anywhere above the waist, and you wear protective equipment made of tough cotton,
nylon or Kevlar as well as a mask and special shoes. Fencing is a great workout that provides a
unique skillset and makes for a great conversation starter.

Hardcourt bike polo

Hardcourt bike polo can be best summed up as hockey on bikes using croquet mallets. Your end goal
is to strike a small ball into a goal for your team. At the start of a game, the ball is in the middle of the



court; players attempt to gain control after the whistle sounds. A player can either hit the ball with a
shot (a hit from either end of the mallet) or a shuffle (a hit from the mallet’s side). Players are only
allowed to score using a shot. There are two kinds of hardcourt bike polo match: a traditional
three-on-three contest where teams square off in a game that lasts ten to 15 minutes, and a squad
version that doubles the team sizes and the duration of the match. Hardcourt bike polo is a rigorous
activity that’s perfect if you have a competitive drive.

The start of a new season brings the opportunity to get out and get back into shape. These sports
make it possible to become more fit while challenging yourself and having a lot of fun all at the same
time.
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Tips for Deep Cleaning and Organizing Your Fridge
Keep your fridge clean and tidy with these tips

Your refrigerator is an essential and hard-working appliance in your home. If it’s a gross mess, it’s
degrading the quality of your food and putting you and your family at risk. Clear it out, clean it up and
keep it organized with the following tips.

Clear out

Before you can organize your
fridge, you have to take stock of
what’s lurking inside your fridge,
namely expired food, long-forgotten
leftovers and unrecognizable
container contents. Once you’ve
cleared out the muck, it’s time to
clear everything else out, according
to Reader’s Digest writer Lisa
Marie Conklin. Review each item,
and if you have any doubt whether
something is still edible, it’s best to
discard she says. Since you won’t
be able to put any food back into
the fridge while you clean, transfer
anything that’s dangerously
perishable to a cooler or freezer,
advises New York Times writer
Jolie Kerr. You don’t want to
compromise the quality of dairy
items or raw meat.

Clean up

You’ll need some elbow grease and an effective cleanser to remove the spills, drips and gunk lining
the shelves and drawers of your fridge. The experts at HGTV recommend using a degreasing,
all-purpose cleaner comprised of 1/2 cup of vinegar, 1 cup clear ammonia and 1/4 cup of baking soda.
These ingredients should be mixed in a gallon of hot water and transferred to a spray bottle. You can
also pour the mixture into a bowl and apply it with a sponge to every nook and cranny of your fridge’s
insides; formidable stains are no match for toothpaste. Kerr suggests removing bins and drawers and
washing them in the sink with soap and water just like you would tackle dirty dishes, and a stained
interior could look new again with a little help from a Magic Eraser.

The outside of your fridge needs just as much attention as the inside. A microfiber cloth is ideal to
remove spots or messes on stainless steel appliances, according to Kerr, while the solution you used
for the inside of your fridge is perfect for fridges made of plastic. The top of your fridge has been
catching dust and dirt for awhile, so make sure to wipe it clean.

Organize 

Now that your fridge is glistening inside and out, it’s time to clutter it up with food again — in an



organized fashion, of course. This might require some reconfiguring of your fridge’s shelves or bins to
properly accommodate items. Kerr suggests wiping down condiment bottle tops and bottoms and
tightening caps before placing them back into your sparkling fridge.

Taking inspiration from restaurant kitchens to safeguard the quality of your food and to minimize
cross-contamination, The Kitchn writer Christine Gallary suggests using door shelves only for
condiments; lower shelves for raw ingredients; and drinks, yogurts, deli meats and leftovers should
inhabit space on the upper shelves. Designate a drawer for fruits and veggies. Raw meat should get
its own drawer as well. If your fridge drawers are stacked on top of each other, meat should occupy
the one on the bottom.

Your fridge works hard for you and your family. Do your best to keep it clean and organized to help
maintain the highest level of food quality.
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The History of Mardi Gras
Mardi Gras tradition traces deep roots

In cities around the world, and particularly in New Orleans, Mardi Gras fills the late days of winter with
colorful revelry. If you’ve ever wondered how this annual tradition got its start, here’s a look at the
roots of the holiday and how it developed in the United States.

What is Mardi Gras?

Mardi Gras is French for “Fat
Tuesday,” which is the final day
before the Christian season of
Lent. Fat Tuesday is the
culmination of the longer Carnival
season that begins in January. It’s
traditionally been viewed as one
last chance to party and feast on
rich foods before Ash Wednesday
kicks off Lent’s 40 days of fasting
and reflection. While Mardi Gras
retains its religious significance for
millions of Christians, many other
people celebrate it independently
of a spiritual tradition.

When did Mardi Gras begin?

Mardi Gras and the broader
Carnival season date from the early days of the Christian church, but Mardi Gras historian Arthur
Hardy writes on his website that the celebration may have originated in ancient pagan fertility rituals.
These rituals were eventually co-opted by the church as a way to more effectively attract and retain
new converts.

When did Mardi Gras come to the U.S.?

Versions of Mardi Gras and Carnival are celebrated around the world. Mardi Gras was first observed
on American soil in 1699 by the French explorer Pierre Le Moyne d’Iberville. Hardy writes in the New
Orleans Advocate that d’Iberville and his team marked the occasion at a site near the mouth of the
Mississippi River in what is now Louisiana — even christening the spot Pointe du Mardi Gras.

While most people think of New Orleans when they think of Mardi Gras, the first city to mark the
holiday was Mobile, Alabama. According to CNN, Mobile held a Mardi Gras celebration in 1703, the
year after the city’s founding.

Residents of the surrounding region, including New Orleans, put on masked balls and threw big
parties to celebrate Mardi Gras in the years that followed. But in 1766, Spain took over and banned
these celebrations. Masked Mardi Gras balls weren’t allowed again in New Orleans until 1823, well
after Louisiana had become a state.

How did Mardi Gras take root in New Orleans?



According to AL.com, Mobile held its first Mardi Gras parade in 1830, organized by the Cowbellion
social club, or “krewe.” By 1837, the practice had spread to New Orleans. Authorities and the press
frowned upon these frequently rowdy events.

In 1857, Hardy writes, a small group of New Orleans residents formed the Comus krewe and turned
Mardi Gras into a more formal and broadly acceptable event permanently associated with the city.
Their club organized a Mardi Gras parade, built mythologically themed floats, dressed in masks and
elaborate costumes and held a celebratory ball.

In 1875, Mardi Gras became an official Louisiana state holiday. Over the final quarter of the 19th
century and the early years of the 20th century, New Orleans’ celebration exploded in popularity,
filling the weeks before Fat Tuesday with parades, music, balls and parties. More and more krewes
formed, contributing their own costumes and themed parade floats to the excitement. During these
years, many of the most iconic Mardi Gras traditions appeared, including the annual election of Rex,
the king of the carnival.

Modern Mardi Gras celebrations draw millions of people every year to the streets of New Orleans and
other cities. Although the holiday’s image is often one of excess and indulgence, it’s also a celebration
of good times, warm feelings and strengthened community ties.
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How to Prepare for Daylight Saving Time
Getting your body ready for the upcoming time change

With 2019 underway, your thoughts are likely already turning to the start of spring and the return of
warmer weather. Before you can bask in the sunshine, there’s one bridge you’ll need to cross:
daylight saving time. On March 10, the clocks will move forward by one hour, starting off a season of
longer days perfect for everything from baseball to gardening. It will also usher in a new round of
less-than-pleasant effects, including the grogginess that comes with losing an hour of sleep.
Fortunately, there are steps you can take to make sure you are better prepared for when the clocks
roll forward this year.

Start a new schedule a week out

Dr. Michael Breus, author of “The
Power of When,” tells NBC News
that starting daylight saving time
preparation a week ahead of the
time change has helped him better
adjust. This process is relatively
simple and fairly easy to undertake:
You need only go to bed and wake
up 15 minutes earlier on the
Sunday prior to the time change,
adding 15 additional minutes in the
three days that follow. Breus also
recommends this approach as a
general technique for frequent
business travelers who experience
jet lag.

Put your phone away

A more and more common pre-bedtime ritual is to surf the web, catch up on news and social media
happenings or shop on your smartphone. Blue light’s disruptive effect on our Circadian sleep cycle
has led phone makers to introduce an orange light function that kicks in when the sun goes down, but
that may not be enough to counteract the restlessness resulting from daylight saving time. Dr. Shilpi
Agarwal tells NBC News BETTER that cutting your screen-viewing habits back before you go to bed
can help offset the effects of daylight saving time. Instead, you could spend that time talking with a
loved one, reading a book or, as certified sleep science coach Chris Brantner recommends, trying out
something relaxing like yoga or meditation.

Consider your diet

If you commonly find yourself hitting a wall in the early or mid-afternoon during the work week, you
may start leaning on an extra cup of coffee or an energy drink. As you attempt to prepare your body
for daylight saving time, Agarwal recommends not ingesting any caffeine after noon in the week
leading up to the time change.

To make sure you have the proper boost at work or on your weekend, Agarwal recommends
swapping out a carbohydrate-heavy breakfast for something dense with protein — think eggs, meats



and nuts or even whey protein shakes and drinks. This will enable you to subsist for the rest of the day
only on light meals and snacks, making it easier for you to fall asleep.

If you think that a glass or two of wine with dinner will help because it tends to put you right out, you
are only getting half of the story. Agarwal notes that alcohol processes as a stimulant about halfway
through the evening when you have it with dinner, which can cause restless sleep. If possible, you’ll
want to avoid alcohol with dinner ahead of the time change altogether, and you should also take care
to avoid stimulants like nicotine.

The time change will no doubt have an impact on your body, but by using the right approaches and
practices in advance, you can ensure that its impact is mitigated considerably.
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Add-Ons and Warranties: Are They Worth It?
Should you pay more for warranties or add-ons?

A car is a major purchase, and even with diligent saving and careful budgeting, most consumers will
feel stretched thin when signing on the dotted line. So, it’s understandable that when questions of
warranties and add-ons arise, you might feel overwhelmed. You just made a major investment;
shouldn’t you do all that you can to protect it?

Pros 

Extended warranties or add-ons
such as prepaid maintenance
plans, rust proofing and
exterior/interior protection should
give you confidence that the
expensive car you just bought will
run for a long time and look
amazing while doing so. By
purchasing extra coverage, service
add-ons or protection plans, future
repairs or maintenance issues
could be covered either completely
or little cost to you.

“If you plan on keeping your
vehicle for many years and don’t
want to worry about repair bills, it’s
usually a good idea to buy an
extended warranty,” explains
RealCarTips.com founder Gregg Fidan. “Extended warranties take over after your manufacturer
warranty expires (usually after three years or 36,000 miles). They cover pretty much everything except
normal ‘wear and tear’ items such as oil changes, brake pads, etc.”

If you plan to crank up the miles on your vehicle at a quick rate or you plan to drive the car years after
your manufacturer’s warranty expires, an extended warranty can offer some solace, says U.S. News &
World Report writer John M. Vincent. And if you know you won’t be proactive about saving money for
potential maintenance issues or the car you’ve chosen isn’t known for its reliability, an extended
warranty can serve as your safety net, he adds.

Cons

Don’t let the “bargain pricing,” hard sell by dealership personnel or your emotions cloud the reality that
most warranties are designed to benefit the seller more than the buyer.

“Extended warranties, like the products they claim to protect, are sold to consumers for a profit and
can be big money-makers for retailers,” reports Investopedia writer Tara Struyk.

Plus, warranties and other agreements are complicated, may not be as comprehensive as you hope,
vary widely in price and limit you to where you can service your car, notes Vincent. Some plans
require you to pay for repairs and then submit paperwork for reimbursement, which can completely
destroy your budget. Some plans may not travel with the vehicle, which can be problematic when you
sell or gift your vehicle in the future.

Figuring out what a warranty covers requires serious research, and even though it may be convenient



to purchase the warranty that the dealership is presenting, it may not be the most cost-effective
choice. Be wary of marketing materials highlighting any policy or plan, notes Vincent; be sure you
review the real contract before signing. It’s also crucial to discover who supports the warranty — is it
the car manufacturer, the dealership or a third-party company? The person or entity behind the plan
will greatly impact its value to you.

An extended warranty or additional protection plans can be worthy investments. However, the same
thought and research you put into deciding what car to buy should be applied to your decision to
purchase or not to purchase any kind of warranty or add-on.
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When You Should Increase Your Deductible
Scenarios that might justify a higher deductible

Raising your deductible — the specified amount of money you must pay an insurance company before
they pay a claim — is one way to save on monthly premiums. However, this decision is best for only a
handful of situations. Discover what circumstances might legitimize a higher deductible, as well as
some strategies for adjusting your deductible for different coverages.

A general rule of thumb

Regardless of what type of
insurance you’re considering
raising your deductible for, there
are some general guidelines to
consider before making this
decision. The Balance contributor
Mila Araujo explains that increasing
the deductible for home, auto or
health insurance can benefit you if
you have a sufficient emergency
fund to pay out-of-pocket for
damages. If you do decide to raise
the deductible, she advises raising
it to the amount you’re financially
comfortable in paying out of
pocket.

Homeowners insurance

Raising your homeowners insurance deductible is one way to reduce monthly premiums explains
Nancy Albanese, vice president of personal insurance for Powers Craft Parker & Beard, in an article
for U.S. News & World Report. If your home is at low risk for accidents such as hurricanes, electrical
fires and flooding — due to installed safety features like smoke detectors, fire extinguishers and
hurricane shutters— it might be wise to consider raising the deductible on your insurance.

Auto insurance

According to the DMV, your driving record is one factor that might justify an increased deductible for
your auto policy. For example, if you’ve never been in an accident and make a habit of driving safely,
you might opt for a higher deductible. You might also consider having different deductible amounts for
certain types of auto coverage. For example, The Balance contributor Emily Delbridge suggests
increasing a $100 deductible on comprehensive and $500 on collision to $500 and $1,000,
respectively.

Health insurance

Per Nerd Wallet contributor Lacie Glover, raising your deductible for health insurance coverage is a
good idea if you meet the following criteria:

You are healthy and rarely need medical care
You’re financially able to make significant monthly contributions to an HSA
You are healthy and interested in using an HSA as an alternative savings account and you can
afford to pay a deductible either within 30 days of receiving the medical bill or can pay for the
total cost of a medical claim upfront.



A higher deductible is also better-suited for a single person than a family, since annual deductibles can
be twice as high for families, according to Consumer Reports contributor Donna Rosato.

While raising your deductible can be a wise move for some individuals, it’s best to evaluate your
unique circumstances and coverage needs before making your decision. If you do happen to fall into
one of the few situations where it might benefit you to raise your deductible, consider doing so to reap
the benefits of lower premiums.
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What is a Hedge Fund?
You might know less about this concept than you realize

If you read The Wall Street Journal or follow stock market updates on the national news, you probably
have heard the term “hedge fund.” Understanding more about what it means can go a long way
toward helping you comprehend what’s happening on the trading floor.

The basics

The most basic definition of a
hedge fund is an investment
partnership, according to Sham
Gad of Investopedia. Several
backers bring their money together
into one pot, and a fund manager
(or general partner) invests it
according to the group’s strategy to
earn profits.

The name itself came from the
moves the fund managers can
make with these types of funds.
Originally, general managers might
purchase stock in one sector, but
to prevent losses if predictions are
incorrect, they would also make
investments against that same
industry, or sell short. This process
is called hedging, and it ensures that no matter how the market behaves, there is a lower chance of a
total loss.

Gad points out that this all sounds exactly like a mutual fund. While the absolute basics are similar,
they are very different in terms of who can contribute to each and the risks involved.

The investors

While a hedge fund might sound like a great financial opportunity, becoming a backer is not as easy
as it looks. Only accredited investors can participate in hedge funds; they are known as limited
partners. According to certified financial planner Kent Thune writing for The Balance, accredited
investors are individuals or institutions that the government allows to purchase securities not available
to the public.

The Securities and Exchange Commission keeps track of qualified brokers and organizations that
meet the accreditation standards on the business side of investing. Plans managed by states and
qualifying employee benefit plans can also participate at certain levels.

An individual accredited investor has an annual income of $200,000 alone or $300,000 with a spouse,
and they have to prove to the SEC that not only have they been paid at this level for two years, but
that it will reliably continue. Individuals with more than $1 million in net worth are also accredited
investors, as well as someone who is a general partner, director or executive officer of an issuer of
unregistered securities.

The strategy



While it might seem unfair that only some investors can participate in hedge funds, this is because of
the riskier moves they tend to make. Mutual funds, which you can invest in at any level, are highly
restricted by the SEC to protect investors who are more vulnerable to big losses on the market. A
hedge fund follows specific strategies laid out in its prospectus, which investors can consult to know
how risky it is. Joshua Kennon, a managing director of a global asset management firm and
contributor to The Balance, reports that these strategies can range from hedge funds that specialize in
real estate and music rights to funds that simply commit to only buying stocks instead of predicting
business pitfalls and selling short.

If you are an accredited investor, putting your money in a hedge fund might be a smart move.
Regardless of how much you’re worth, consider talking to a financial advisor before making any
significant changes to your investing behavior.
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The Importance of Checkbook Safety
Why keeping your checkbook secure is a smart move

A checkbook might feel like a financial relic, but it has a relevant place in today’s world. It serves as a
hard copy of your financial moves and allows you to time when your bills are paid. Automatic
payments are convenient, but can cause chaos if they’re scheduled at an inopportune time. To reap
all the benefits a checkbook can offer, it’s important to keep it safe.

Protect your records

Thieving hands are greedy, so be
sure to carry your checkbook in
your purse or bag only when
necessary. It contains personal
information, and thieves would
relish the opportunity to get a hold
of your account number and
address to drain your funds or use
your identifying details to open their
own account or credit card.

Online payments are efficient, but
can be somewhat cumbersome to
track. Yes, you can still get a
statement from your credit card
company, but you’ll need to wait
until the end of the month. An
emailed receipt is nice, but do you
take the time to file it or does it just
float in your inbox? A checkbook register, however, is an immediate and concrete record of where
your money went and when.

“If there is ever a question about whether or not you paid a bill or received a refund for an item,
referring to the check ledger keeps everything (no pun intended) in check,” writes The Balance writer
Erin O’Neil.

Choose wisely

Back in the day, choosing what color, cartoon character or pattern to distinguish your checks was of
utmost importance. And even though you can still choose your favorite team logo, landscape picture
or other design to personalize your checks, it’s more important that the checks you choose boast
specific security features.

To avoid becoming a victim of check fraud, you’ll want checks created by a trusted financial institution
or printer. A website offering the “cheapest checks in town” is not the right place to hand over your
money, even if the deal seems too good to miss. Your checks should boast security features such as
holographic seals not easily reproduced, complex designs on the back and microprinted words that
thwart counterfeiting efforts, according to Bankrate writer Claes Bell. Other measures include
ultraviolet-reactive paper, which reveals information only accessible from a black light used by a bank
teller; and markings, ink or paper that react in specific situations.

“Most personal checks don’t have all these features, but they usually do have enough to meet the
industry standard for check security: certification by the Check Payment Systems Association, or
CPSA, denoted by a padlock icon on the front, next to the amount line,” Bell writes.



CPSA, denoted by a padlock icon on the front, next to the amount line,” Bell writes.

A checkbook may not be the fanciest tool to manage your funds, but sometimes putting pen to paper
and doing the math is the best way to make sense of your budget and finances. And whatever tool
you use to manage your money, on and offline, should be fortified with safeguards you can see and
trust.
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Common Fraud Scenarios
Safeguard your business from employee embezzlement

Fraud causes businesses to lose 5 percent of their yearly revenue, according to the annual report
from the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners. Fraud situations are especially threatening to
smaller enterprises, since they can lack sufficient resources to support accountability systems within
their accounting department and software. The first step to shielding your business from extortion is to
be aware of some popular fraud scenarios.

Emailed invoice scams

Emailed invoice scams occur when
someone pretends to be one of
your business’s legitimate vendors
and sends your business either a
false invoice or a revised one that
claims to have updated payment
terms. Entrepreneur guest writer
and head of payment solutions at
OFX, David Nicholls, says that it’s
important to schedule regular
overviews of each account your
business has with outside
vendors.

Electronic banking

While online banking is a
convenient way to transfer funds
quickly, this method is vulnerable to
cybercrime. Sometimes employees
transfer money to the wrong
account, or even a fake one, says Nicholls. Help prevent this type of fraud by keeping in touch with
your financial institution about potential scams. It’s also wise to hold regular meetings with your
accounting team to monitor transactions.

Payroll fraud

Per the ACFE’s Report to the Nations, small businesses have a 42 percent higher risk of payroll fraud
than large businesses. Small Business Chron contributor Chris Bradford explains that the most
common forms of this fraud are inflated expense reports, claiming overtime hours not worked and
creating fake (or “ghost”) employees in the payroll system.

Monitoring monthly reports is an essential foundation for creating accountability for payroll staff.
Bradford advises establishing internal controls within your payroll system, such as requiring
employees to get approval from two people before making any changes to payroll. He also
recommends separating certain payroll duties. For example, have two different employees write
payroll checks and compute staff hours for payroll. 

Fake invoicing

This type of fraud occurs when an employee pays a supplier, but then directs the cash to a side
account instead of sending it directly to the supplier. Sometimes it involves an employee creating a
fake vendor within the invoicing software, then diverting the funds into a side account. Nicholls



recommends scheduling regular meetings to review every vendor within your accounting system to
help minimize the risk of financial loss due to false invoicing.

Cash thefts

Another common fraud risk for small businesses is cash theft. According to Nicholls, this type of
extortion can take a few different forms: larceny, fraudulent disbursement and skimming. Help
eliminate this type of fraud by establishing a streamlined monitoring system for supervising your
business’s cash flow. For example, make daily deposits and reconcile bank statements each month,
advises The Balance contributor Jean Murray. This will help prevent cash from sitting around in plain
sight to tempt personnel. Murray also suggests requiring thorough documentation for travel costs and
reviewing them yourself to help ensure that company funds aren’t going towards employee’s personal
expenses.

With a little foresight, it’s easy to establish some practical accountability checks and separate financial
duties of staff to protect your business from fraud.
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How to Raise Capital for Your Business
Ways for your business to get the funding it needs

Very few people can raise the necessary capital themselves to launch a new business, especially if it
is their first startup. Though a necessary part of the process, investing your own money may not be
enough. How can you raise capital for your business, and where can you get it?

Create a solid plan

Your business won’t be successful
without a solid plan in place.
Without one, you also won’t be
able to secure capital to even get
started.

“Every successful business
transaction starts with a carefully
developed plan,” Jeffrey Hayzlett
writes in a September 2017 article
for Entrepreneur. Hayzlett says that
a good plan should identify the
problem your business is trying to
solve, highlight the unique features
that make your service or product
stand out and use these highlights
to build a short pitch. You should
also identify future milestones and
then extrapolate how much capital
you will need to raise to meet
them.

Without a solid plan, potential investors won’t have any reason to believe they can trust you and your
business with their funding.

Friends and family

Borrowing money from friends or family is one of the most common ways of financing a new small
business, though many investors understandably shy away from it. After all, “in these situations, the
potential cost of failure isn’t just financial; it’s personal,” Benjamin Pimentel warns in a January 2018
article for NerdWallet. The key is to present your pitch professionally and treat your friends and family
like real investors, as they are. This will make things go more smoothly if you are turned down.

On the upside, that personal relationship can take you further than you could go with an unfamiliar
investor. “You might be surprised by who has extra cash and is interested in supporting your dreams,”
Drew Hendricks writes in a July 2014 article for Forbes.

Crowdfunding

Crowdfunding is an increasingly popular way for small businesses to raise money. Websites like
Kickstarter and GoFundMe let you solicit funds through online campaigns. In return for their money,
donors receive services or products related to the project you are trying to launch, the value of which
is based on the amount donated; for example, a small donation may be rewarded with a handwritten
thank you card, while a larger sum may grant the donor with early access to your product.
“Rewards-based crowdfunding is a good idea for small business owners looking to get their business



off the ground without being beholden to shareholders or weighed down by loan repayments,” Erin El
Issa and Jackie Zimmermann explain in a December 2017 article for NerdWallet.

Angel investors

Angel investors are individuals with deep pockets who will invest in your startup, typically in exchange
for a higher rate of return than traditional investors would otherwise receive. Some of the most
prominent companies in the world, including Google and Yahoo, received help from angel investors in
their early stages. “The big advantage is that financing from angel investment is much less risky than
debt financing,” Susan Ward writes in an October 2018 article for TheBalance’s Small Business. “And,
most angel investors understand business and take a long-term view.” You can find angel investors
on websites like New York Angel and Angel List.

These are some of the ways you can raise capital for your business. Others include credit card loans,
personal business loans, SBA loans and microloans from nonprofits. Talk with a professional to
explore all of your options.
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Should You Pay Down Debt or Save?
What’s makes better financial sense — saving or paying down debt
first?

Deciding whether to tackle retirement planning or debt reduction first is a difficult choice. Both are
daunting prospects and both carry serious weight. Should you put retirement savings first or is it better
to be debt-free? Or is a combined effort your best plan of action on your quest for financial health and
security?

Pros of paying down debt 

Some debt is better than others. A
mortgage means you’re investing
in a lifetime purchase as well as a
literal roof over your head, and
school loans mean you value
education, which will propel you to
greater success and higher
earnings in your career.
High-interest credit card debt, on
the other hand, is like an
unflattering choker or garish tie
around your financial neck. And
thanks to compound interest, credit
card debt will just increase unless
you tackle it immediately and
effectively, according to U.S. News
& World Report writer, finance
author and credit card expert
Beverly Harzog. If you’re buried
under suffocating high-interest
credit card debt, you might want to focus any extra money you can into unburying yourself.

Saving positives

You should put saving for retirement as your first to-do on your financial planning agenda if your
company or employer will match your financial contributions to a savings plan or 401(k), according to
NerdWallet writer Andrea Coombes.

“Say your employer offers ‘100 percent up to 2 percent of salary.’ That means your employer will add
one dollar for every dollar you contribute, up to 2 percent of your salary. So if you make $60,000 and
contribute 2 percent of it, you employer will add $1,200 a year on top of your $1,200 contribution,” she
writes.

One caveat to investing in an employer-matched plan, according to The Balance writer Melissa
Phipps, is if you think you’ll change jobs before you can benefit from what your company puts into
your retirement account.

Research which Roth IRA or regular IRA fits your financial needs if an employer-matching plan is not
an option, adds Coombes.

Simultaneous saving and debt busting

If putting all of your eggs in the retirement saving basket or toward your debt-busting efforts doesn’t



If putting all of your eggs in the retirement saving basket or toward your debt-busting efforts doesn’t
make sense for you, do both. You can put a little into your future nest egg while chipping away at your
debt. This allows you some creative financial control, according to Harzog. And whether your debt
comes with a high, low or moderate interest rate, you can still make significant gains in reducing your
debt while saving for your retirement. Harzog explains that two-thirds of the money you plan to split
between savings and debt applies to high APR debt. If your debt has a low APR, she elects that
two-thirds of the money be earmarked for your savings plan. The moderate APR debt is the simplest
division — 50 percent for savings and 50 percent for debt payments.

“A retirement plan should be as much a part of the budget as your rent, car, cellphone and cable. Debt
may come or go, retirement should always be a priority,” advises Phipps.

Saving for the future and paying for the now is crucial for your financial security. If you’re struggling
with high-interest credit card debt, it might be best to focus on decreasing that debt first. If your debt is
manageable, it might make sense to start planning for tomorrow right now, especially if you have an
employer that can back you up. Take a good look at your finances, your budget and employee
benefits to discover what the best course of action is for a healthy financial present and future.
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Pros and Cons of Biometric Authentication
The benefits and downsides of using your fingerprint for mobile
banking

You are quite familiar with the need to protect your personal online banking information with a strong
password. You understand the need for unique characters and for a password phrase that is not so
easily guessed or uncracked by hackers. You even take the extra step to change your password
every 90 days to make sure that you’re always one step ahead. But what do you do when your mobile
banking app introduces the idea of biometric authentication? If you’re not sure whether to opt in to this
new layer of security, here’s what you need to know.

What is biometric authentication? 

Per the Biometrics Research
Group from Michigan State
University’s Department of
Computer Science and
Engineering, biometric recognition
is the ability of software to
recognize a specific user by using
anatomical or behavioral
characteristics. The concept
includes using your fingerprint to
confirm a purchase made on your
smartphone, using facial
recognition technology to unlock a
device or utilizing voice recognition
to interact with a program.

Biometrics, MSU notes, has
become increasingly popular
among financial institutions as a
means to combat fraud. Most
commonly, mobile financial apps
tend to use touch-based fingerprint identification, allowing you to forego having to type in a lengthy
password every time you want to check your savings balance or monitor a transfer.

What are the benefits? 

Bekah Witten, writing for the University of South Florida Department of Information Technology, notes
the clearest advantage of biometric authentication as being the ability to unlock an app with your
finger. Having your finger serve as the key to your mobile banking app means that you, theoretically,
are the only person capable of gaining access to it. This lessens the risk of someone obtaining your
password by watching you type it in.

Biometric authentication does not mean you are forgoing the conventional password. Much as you still
need a several-digit pin to authenticate your smartphone when fingerprints won’t suffice, you will still
need to maintain a strong password for your online banking accounts. Authentication with biometric
data is merely a means to access it more quickly.

What are the possible drawbacks? 

While you are ideally the only person who can access a fingerprint-unlocked application, there are



concerns that this is not always the case. Witten notes that a group of researchers from MSU and New
York University found that it is possible to generate false fingerprints that can trick a smartphone’s
touch ID.

Alvaro Bedoya, a professor of law at Georgetown University, also notes that biometric data may be
less secure than a password because it is less private — that is, your fingerprint is left on everything
that you touch, creating the unlikely but still possible risk that a hacker may steal your prints from a
used glass or touched doorknob. There is also the matter of being physically compelled by a second
party to enter your fingerprint to unlock an app.

While biometric authentication is widely used by financial institutions for online and mobile banking, it
is not without risk. The choice is yours to determine whether to utilize the technology or not, but your
best protection against fraud and identity theft is as ever diligence and a commitment to personal
security.
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How to Plan Your Retirement Using Age Banding
Planning for the three stages of retirement

As you plan for retirement, two of the most important questions you can ask are “How much money
will I need to maintain my standard of living?” and “How long will I need to live on that amount?” Age
banding is a concept that can help you answer these questions with greater accuracy, enabling you to
plan a more secure retirement.

What is age banding?

Often, people planning for
retirement are advised to make a
budget for those years so they’ll
have a realistic picture of their
future financial needs. Some
advisers recommend budgeting
based on a “replacement ratio” —
the idea that you’ll need to replace
70 or 80 percent of your annual
income for each year of retirement.

However, the theory of age
banding complicates this advice.
Writing for Investopedia, financial
planner Ben Harvey describes age
banding as the idea that annual
spending levels tend to vary
throughout a person’s retirement
years. So, the amount of money
you’d need to live on at age 70 might differ significantly from what you’d need at age 85.

The stages of retirement

According to Kiplinger contributing editor Susan Garland, age-banding theory tends to split retirement
into three stages (although these will occur at different times for different people).

The first stage is the “go-go years.” During these years, retirees are frequently healthier and more
active, spending a larger amount of money on travel, recreation and leisure activities — but not much
on health care. The second stage is the “slow-go years.” As a retiree ages, he or she is likely to spend
much less on travel and recreation — and a little more on health care. The final stage is the “no-go
years,” in which discretionary spending is typically very low but health care spending rises more
significantly.

Overall, spending decreases slowly in the first stage, more quickly in the middle stage and slowly
again in the final stage. Harvey writes that when these stages are plotted out on a graph, they form
what researcher David Blanchett calls the “retirement smile.”

Planning for retirement stages

Age banding will affect everyone’s retirement spending projections differently, but there are a few
overarching ways to account for it during the planning process.

The easiest step is to simply take age banding into account while planning. On his website, financial
writer and planner Michael Kitces suggests categorizing expenses more specifically for each stage as



a way to more accurately reflect declines in spending along with differing inflation rates for each. For
example, a retiree’s budget for travel at age 82 would decline sharply compared to age 68, but
spending on everyday necessities would decline much more modestly and health-care spending might
even rise sharply.

Kitces also recommends projecting retirement needs based on a slow decline of spending throughout
the three age bands. In real life, a shift to the next stage might actually happen abruptly, so planning
on a smooth, very gradual decline in spending can help retirees foresee the overall effect of spending
cuts without relying on dramatic shifts.

Incorporating the insights of age banding into retirement planning can be an effective way to project
costs more accurately. In this way, future retirees can get closer to saving the right amount —
avoiding oversaving and underspending as well as their opposites.
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Everything You Need to Know About Work-Study
Programs
Is this form of employment the right choice during your college
attendance?

A college degree can present new employment opportunities, but the process of earning one is costly.
Many students opt to get a job during their college attendance to pay for educational expenses, room
and board.

A work-study program is one of the most common and beneficial forms of employment during college.
Before applying, it’s important to understand the basic rules governing these employment
opportunities.

What is a work-study program? 

According to Teddy Nykiel of
Nerdwallet, a federal work-study
program is a
government-subsidized initiative
that helps provide various college
students with part-time jobs.

Not every higher education
institution offer federal work-study
programs. However, USA Today’s
Courtney Rozen notes that at least
3,400 universities nationwide
participate in the program in some
capacity.

What are the qualifications for a
work-study program? 

The U.S. Department of Education
outlines the basic criteria you will
have to meet to qualify for a work-study program. These qualifications include, but are not limited to:

Classification as a U.S. citizen or eligible noncitizen
A valid Social Security number
Enrollment as a regular student in an eligible degree or certificate program

Additionally, you will have to maintain satisfactory academic progress to keep your work-study job.

Most work-study programs are limited to students who have a financial need, so you will have to fill out
a FAFSA form before applying for one of these work-study opportunities. Nykiel states that the FAFSA
application has a section where you can state your interest in a work-study position.

What kinds of jobs are covered by work-study programs? 

The types of jobs that work-study programs cover vary greatly. The Department of Education tries to
match participating students with a program in their field of study whenever possible, but they also
include positions such as a barista at the on-campus coffee shop or a university-based daycare
worker.



The basic finances of a work-study program

Work-study programs generally pay at least $7.25 an hour, with many offering significantly higher
hourly wages than that. However, due to the fact that these jobs are offered to students enrolled
full-time at a university, the hours are often limited to 20 hours a week or less, and overtime is nearly
nonexistent, according to Farran Powell of U.S. News & World Report.

Powell states that unlike other forms of financial aid, funds from work-study programs are not directly
applied to tuition bills. Instead, participating students will have to voluntarily allocate funds from their
paychecks toward their student fees.

How to acquire a work-study job 

Even if you qualify for a work-study program position, you’re not guaranteed a job. Nykiel explains that
many of openings award employment on a first-come, first-served basis, meaning the earlier you
apply the better.

Students are also not guaranteed to keep the same job year-to-year. Powell states that improved
finances could disqualify students from participating in the program. Fortunately, income earned via a
work-study program does not affect financial aid eligibility.

Pros and cons of a work-study position

The major benefit of a work-study program is the money that it provides to college students to help
them pay for their education. Rozen says that these programs can also provide students with skills
they need in their academic careers.

Still, with the workload that many students have during college, participating in the program will
potentially leave them with less time for studying. Other forms of employment could provide college
students with more money, while also aligning with their field of study.

Not every college student can partake in a work-study program. For those who can, it serves as a way
to not only help pay their way through college, but potentially acquire the skills they need for the future.
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Lawn Seeding 101
Improve curb appeal with a manicured lawn

If you’re trying to build equity in your home or sell it for a good price, first impressions are always the
most important. To make sure that your house is memorable for all the right reasons, consider seeding
your lawn.

Sod vs. seed

When you’re considering starting
your lawn from scratch, the two
obvious choices are using sod or
planting seed. Although using turf
gets you instant results, David
Beaulieu, garden writer with The
Spruce, sides with seeds. Besides
being the much more affordable
option, using seed also allows you
to mix together a variety of grass
types to keep your lawn green
year-round.

Know your area

Make sure you do your research
before you head to the garden
store for seeds. Your geographical
region will determine what type of
grass will do best in your yard, as
well as the best time of year to
plant new seeds.

While you’re exploring your options, start clearing your property to make way for the fresh plants.
Beaulieu recommends a flat-bladed shovel to dig out grass and roots or using a non-selective
herbicide to kill all the plants in a certain area. In either case, removing the roots of your previous lawn
is very important so that the old grass doesn’t return.

With the dirt of your yard exposed, take a sample of the soil and test its pH using a kit from a garden
center or home improvement store. The test will tell you if the soil is more acidic or alkaline.
According to the lawn care experts at Pennington, most grass varieties prefer a fairly neutral soil pH
between 5.8 and 7.2.

To restore the balance of your yard if the ground is too acidic, apply garden lime to free up nutrients
for the seeds you’re about to plant. On the other hand, if the dirt is too alkaline, there are several
fertilizers with sulfur that can help.

Get ready

Before you lay down grass seed, you need to provide food to help it grow. If you used garden lime to
modify the pH of your yard, you still need to do this step before opening a bag of seeds.  Beaulieu
recommends breaking up the ground in your yard with a rototiller. Once the dirt is loose, apply starter
fertilizer over the whole area to give young grass the nutrients and phosphorus it needs. At the same
time, apply a soil conditioner or compost. You can use the tiller to mix the two additives together.



Besides laying down what your grass needs to take root, this is also a good opportunity to change the
terrain of your lawn. According to Beaulieu, you should rake the soil and use a roller filled with water to
level it, remove large rocks and make sure that the ground slopes away from the house to help your
yard drain.

Get planting

While preparing a lawn for grass seed is a fairly uniform process, planting and caring for the young
plants vary depending on what species you choose. Pennington advises reading your seed package
label to make sure you seed evenly and properly. In most cases, you spread the seeds out using
either a drop spreader or a broadcast spreader. Once the seeds cover the lawn, rake the surface of
your property lightly to push the seeds about 1/4th of an inch under the soil conditioner and fertilizer
you laid down before.

After you seed your lawn according to the instructions, water it frequently — sometimes as often as
three times daily — so it has the moisture it needs to survive. Then, be patient as it takes time to
slowly grow.

Planting a new lawn is a lot of work, especially if you have a large property, but once you see the
results you’ll know it was all worth it.
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The Hidden Costs of Loans
The unexpected rules and fees of a loan can be costly

Taking out a loan can be necessary to help you reach life goals like buying your own home or
upgrading your car. While it’s great that you can qualify for these financial boosts, it’s important that
you understand all the costs involved when you borrow money. Make sure that you read the fine print
so you’re prepared for any hidden costs that might pop up.

Different interest rates

One of the first things to know
when taking out a loan is the
interest rate. According to Matt Lee
at Investopedia.com, choosing the
best loan for you isn’t as
straightforward as picking the loan
option with a lower percent interest.
Sometimes a higher interest rate at
the beginning can save you more
money in the long run depending
on the type. 

Loan interest rates fall into two
major categories: fixed and
variable. A fixed interest rate will
stay the same over the course of
the loan and your monthly
payments will remain stable,
whereas a variable interest rate will
fluctuate with the economy. It
reflects the economy as a whole
over a period of time. A variable rate can increase or decrease over time. It’s up to you and your
financial advisors to choose the level of risk you’re willing to accept when you sign on the dotted line.

Fees

According to Stacy Cowley, contributor to the New York Times Business and Policy section, one
unexpected loan cost can arrive in the form of fees. What kind of fees you might encounter depends
on the type of loan. In the case of student loans, Geoff Williams of U.S. News and World Report points
out that many signers need to cover an insurance fee, an origination fee, a repayment fee and a
disbursement fee. When you’re considering which loan is right for you, it pays to take a look and see
what fees other borrowers stumbled upon in the past.

Another unexpected fee might arise if you try to pay your loan from an account when there’s not
enough to cover it. That sets off a chain reaction of overdraft fees. Over the course of a loan, overdraft
and other transaction fees can add hundreds of dollars to the overall cost. This doesn’t include all of
the other consequences to your finances either, such as the drop in credit score.

Prepayment fees

It sounds counterintuitive, but some lenders might charge you for paying back your loans early,
explains Barri Segal with GoBankingRates.com. This is often referred to as a prepayment penalty,
early repayment fee or an exit fee. Some lenders place these fees on a loan because they want to
receive all of the interest that accrues on the full term of the loan. Regardless of the reason, these



receive all of the interest that accrues on the full term of the loan. Regardless of the reason, these
fees tend to end up becoming larger the further in advance you pay off the loan, so look for the phrase
“no prepayment penalty” when signing. If you know you’ll pay off a loan earlier than the term you’re
signing for, consider a shorter loan to avoid this cost altogether.  

The easiest way to avoid hidden loan costs is to thoroughly read the fine print before you sign. The
more complicated the loan, the more likely it is that something will slip by you during the signing
process. As with all major transactions, consider talking to a financial professional and asking
questions before you commit.
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